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Remember to take all your belongings with you. If you have added furniture, you must remove it. 

This also applies to the common area.     

 

For collective: Hall You must clean your shelves   

For collective: Floor in common area  Must be cleaned by everyone when moving out  

 

This check list applies to all dorm room types. Everything on the list must be cleaned. 

KITCHEN 

Kitchen cabinets (in colletives, you are responsible for the cabinets that belong to your room)  

Inside All shelves, remember corners and the small one below the oven  

Cabinet doors The whole door, especially around the handles  

Underneath the overhead 
cabinets 

Underneath all of the overhead cabinets   

Door handles   

Garbage bins  If this is in your room  

Kitchen fan  

Filter Take it out and clean it. Soaking in hot water might help  

The fan Clean with a clean cloth, sponge or magic sponge  

Stove and stove top 

Stove top Use a scaper and a sponge, and finish off with a clean cloth, and 
then a dry cloth for polishing 

 

Inside stove Use an oven cleaner and leave it on for 10 minutes and clean with 
sponge and cloth 

 

Oven door The two glasses on the inside of the door must be taken out and 
cleaned with a scarper and clean cloth 

 

Baking trays x2 Use suitable cleaner, a scraper and clean cloth  

Stekerist Clean with steelsponge  

Fridge (in collective you are responible for your fridge)  

Fridge and freezer Remember to turn the fridge and freezer on after cleaning 
Remember on top of the fridge 

 

Shelfes All shelfes must be taken out and cleaned, remember the bottom 
drawer  

 

Door  Especially around the handles, remember the rubber strip   

Behind Some fridges have wheels  

Freezer If the freezer is full of ice, it must be removed. Put a towel on the 
bottom, and to make the ice melt faster, you can put in a bowl 
with boiling water 

 

Rest of the kitchen 

Kitchen sink Must be cleaned. Remember edges, corners and drain  

Faucet Remember to clean the whole faucet, handle, underneath etc.  

Did you use the check list?  

Do you have a storage room?  

Do you have a bike?  

Does everything work?  

  

  

Tips: Ladders can be borrowed, and you can find 

them on several floors. You can collect magic 

sponges at the office. The cleaning takes longer 

time than you think, start early. If you have any 

questions, just ask. Follow this check list! 

For SiØ: 
Avvik  
ARX   
Boende   
Utfl.   
Klarm.    
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Kitchen bench Use suitable cleaner and sponge or cloth. Remember the wall  

Wall above kitchen bench The wall often has stains of grease. Use suitable cleaner and 
sponge or cloth. Remember to use a dry, clean cloth for finish 

 

Plinth  The plinth along the floor must also be cleaned  

 

BATHROOM  

(You must clean the bathroom even if the one you are sharing with is staying) 

Toilet Remember underneath and flush button  

Vent in the ceiling   

Sink Remember underneath, the drain and faucet  

Shower Take extra care of the shower faucet and shower head, this 
is shiny like a mirror when clean 

 

Drain in the shower Remember to take it out and clean it  

Shower curtain Put it in the washing machine at 40 degrees Celsius  

Mirror Use suitable cleaner and a cloth. Polish with a clean and dry 
cloth for shiny finish 

 

Light above the mirror   

Other surfaces Shelf/cabinet above toilet, light switch, socket etc.  

Tiles Tiles in the whole bathroom (both walls and floor). The tiles 
are more dirty than you think. Use your hand and feel the 
tiles.  

 

Floor Especially in the corners and underneath the toilet  

Bathroom door (inside and outside) Especially around and on the handle   

Door frame Inside and outside  
 

ROOM 

Mounting plate Remove dust  

Chair All surfaces, remember underneath, wheels etc.  

Desk All surfaces and table legs  

Heater Front and back  

Sockets Use a dry or damp cloth  

Light switch   

Bed legs Pull out the bed for access behind  

Lister Listene langs gulvet inntil veggen samt over døren  

Window frame Remember corners  

Window inside   

Window outside   

Cabinets All surfaces, especially around the handles. Must be 
polished with a clean and dry cloth for finish 

 

Shelves All surfaces, remember corners. Use a ladder to reach the 
top shelves 

 

Entrance door, inside and outside The whole surface, and remember the frame  

Floor   

Vent Remove dust  

Curtain Use washing machine at 40 degrees Celsius  

Curtain rod Remove dust  
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